
Reusable
Packaging for
Shipping
Let's work together to make online retail 
more sustainable with reusable packaging.
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"Everything from wood - raw
material of the future or
coming crisis" - WWF 
Comparison of sustainable supply capacity of wood
with consumption levels.

Every 4th tree that
is industrially cut
down is used for

packaging.
Source: Study "Everything from wood - raw material of the future

or coming crisis"- WWF, University of Kassel July 2022



Why 
not our daily

consumer
shipping

packaging?

Containers & Pallets 
are used several times ...



Reusable
packaging 
for online
shops

6 of the 17 SDGs of the United Nations are addressed
Industrial waste water is reduced (22 l per kg of cardboard)
Less urban waste in the form of cardboard packaging
Efficient use of natural resources 
Productive employment including for persons with disabilities
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions from cardboard production
Reducing the amount of wood required for cardboard production 



Pay-Per-Use 
for Packaging  The preparation is done by

rhinopaq. You order your
reusable packaging for one-time
use in a bundle.

Your customer folds
up the packaging
and throws it in the
nearest mailbox.

Orders come in as usual via
your online store and are
processed by you.

You ship your goods to your
customers - this time with the
rhinopaq.

1. Procurement

3. Shipping

2. Order4. Recirculation



Savings in CO2 consumption for the manufacture 
of shipping packaging with rhinopaq

Cardboard ....

....

1 2 3 4 9 10

150g 150g 150g 150g 150g 150g

375g 36g 36g 36g 36g 36g

1,5 kg waste & 
1,5 kg CO2 

after 10 cycles 

0,15 kg waste & 
0,74 kg CO2 

after 10 cycles

....

-51% CO2

One-way packaging Reusable packaging Recirculation

Reusable packaging as part of a
more sustainable online trade



Consumers have the choice at checkout
whether they want to receive disposable or
reusable packaging. Each rhinopaq carries a
unique ID to transparently display the number
of usage cycles and the resource savings
achieved. 

Empowering
Consumers

The first shipment! In this shipment
Leon ordered coffee and fine
chocolate from Africa from Manuyoo
in Berlin.

Manuyoo 06.03.2022

The 2nd shipment! Linda has ordered
sustainable cloth diapers from the
Ananas.Shop in Düsseldorf.

Ananas.Shop 03.04.2022

Shipment #3! Bertha ordered
reusable cups from heybico from
Sasbach for this shipment.

heybico 15.05.2022

This is your order with this
rhinopaq! Just fold up the package
and drop it in the nearest mailbox.
We thank you for your support!

Lillymin 18.08.2022

4 shipments with
this rhinopaq

24% CO2 saved compared to disposable
packaging. Keep it up! Our goal is at least

10 shipments per reusable package. In
doing so, we save 51% CO2. Read more on

our About Page.



Marketing 
Sales

Online stores benefit from the active
sharing of end consumers on social
media. The concept meets with
approval, is shared and thus brings
additional, free advertising for
participating online stores.



rhinopaq Solutions
Individual packaging solutions in the reusable
model for various applications.

Business models in which goods are rented
provide an ideal basis for the use of reusable
packaging, as the goods are returned.

Rental models

Recurring orders allow reusable packaging to
be bundled at the end consumer and returned
more cost-effectively. 

Subscription models

Click&Collect is the best example. Foldable
reusable packaging is ideal for internal pre-
picking and logistics, as in the case of
Click&Collect.

Internal Logistics



Challenges
Issues that are not only challenging for rhinopaq and
constrain emerging reusable solutions.

Recirculation is the biggest challenge for
returnable concepts. We currently use the
infrastructure of Deutsche Post AG. At €1.60
per return, this represents the biggest cost
factor.

Recirculation

Preparation is currently done manually and is
correspondingly time-consuming. In the future,
we see opportunities in the adaptation of the
design and more efficient processes.

Preparation

The possible introduction of deposit systems or
queries in the checkout process requires IT
system integration at online retailers.

IT implementation at retailers



Provide alternative return options via disposal
companies, stationary retail, etc.

RecirculationWhat's
next for
rhinopaq?

Expanding the range to cover different sizes &
smart design for efficient processing. 

Product Portfolio

Establish regional hubs for processing to
reduce transportation distances. 

Nodes

Building a community with cross-marketing
among participating online stores.

User Base

Improved tracking to offer more marketing
options. 

Tracking



Prioritize product reuse
over material circular
economy.

Where can
EESC support

Reusable
Packaging for 
 eCommerce?

Introduce a regulation for
shipping packaging parallel to
reusable containers in food
services.

Establish a fund to provide
financial support for reusable
packaging, funded by a fee on
producers and distributors of
single-use packaging.



+49 (0) 156 7844 0389

hello@rhinopaq.com

www.rhinopaq.com

rhinopaq

@rhinopaq

 Schornstr. 5, 45128 Essen

Join us.
Choose
reusable.

mailto:hello@rhinopaq.com
http://www.rhinopaq.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/rhinopaq/
https://www.instagram.com/rhinopaq/

